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Abstract
The increasing demand in promoting cloud computing in either business or other areas
requires more security of a cloud storage system. Traditional cloud storage systems fail to
protect data integrity information (DII), when the interactive messages between the client and
the data storage server are sniffed. To protect DII and support public verifiability, we propose
a data integrity verification scheme by deploying a designated confirmer signature DCS as a
building block. The DCS scheme strikes the balance between public verifiable signatures and
zero-knowledge proofs which can address disputes between the cloud storage server and any
user, whoever acting as a malicious player during the two-round verification. In addition, our
verification scheme remains blockless and stateless, which is important in conducting a secure
and efficient cryptosystem. We perform security analysis and performance evaluation on our
scheme, and compared with the existing schemes, the results show that our scheme is more
secure and efficient.
Keywords: Data Integrity Verification, Designated Confirmer Signature, Merkle Tree,
Public Verifiability.
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1. Introduction

The trends in developing and utilizing cloud computing affect almost every aspects of our
society. The ever cheaper and more powerful processors, the increasing network bandwidth,
the more reliable and flexible Internet connections [1], together with the “software as a
service” (SaaS) computing architecture, promote cloud computing to be the next-generation
IT architecture. This promotion moves the software and databases to the centralized data
centers, which naturally leads to a new security challenge that the management of the data and
services may not be fully trusted.
Comparing with storing data in local, the data uploaded to the cloud will be stored in the
remote data centers, which makes the user loss control of his data. So if the cloud experience
Byzantine failures occasionally, it will hide the data errors from the users. What’s worse, for
saving storage cost, the storage server may intentionally delete parts of rarely accessed data
files which belongs to an ordinary user. In short, although outsourcing data in cloud reduces
the cost of storage, it doesn’t offer any guarantee on data integrity. In order to solve this
problem, a number of data integrity verification schemes [2, 3, 4, 5] under different
cryptographic primitives and security models have been carried out.
Although some of the existing schemes, [3, 5] can support both public verifiability and
dynamic data operations, they still have the risk of privacy leakage in the complicated
communication environment in cloud storage. In fact, almost all of the data integrity
verification schemes are insecure with the existence of a malicious sniffer. The reason is that
the essential job to verify the data integrity proof on some challenge information is to verify an
ordinary signature. Such a signature can be simply checked by a malicious sniffer if he has
captured all transmitted messages. Note one scheme that can escape from the above risk by
supporting private verifiability [2]. However, the scheme fails to support public verifiability,
which is an important property when a dispute occurs between the prover and the verifier.
Meanwhile, considering the tremendous size of stored data in the cloud and resource
constraint of clients, another challenge is how can the client find an efficient way to
periodically perform integrity verification without the local copy of data files.
Motivated by the problem and challenges in cloud storage, our work and contributions can
be summarized in the following three aspects:
(1) By redefining the research problem of data integrity verification in cloud storage, we
introduce a new model through both a high-level architecture and a formal syntax. In
particular, our model redefines the role of the third party auditor (TPA) to make it more
rational than traditional TPAs.
(2) Our scheme is designed to support public verification and data integrity information
(DII) for any user. We include a TPA’s public key by adding one encryption layer during the
proof generation. This work which concerns the so-called designated confirmer signatures
(DCS), gives rise to a more flexible solution for ensuring data ingerity in cloud storage.
(3) We give a formal security proof and analyze the performance of our construction by
comparing our scheme with the latest schemes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss related work. Section
3 introduces a new model considering a more complicated communication environment in
clouds. We introduce some preliminaries of our work and propose a new practical scheme
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based on DCS in Section 4. Section 5 gives the security analysis and performance evaluation.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the whole paper.

2. Related Work
There has been some work related to data privacy and integrity in cloud storage. Considering
the scenario that, Alice uploaded an examination report to cloud storage, and did not want
anyone else to know or modify the report, including the cloud administrator. Under such
scenario, several access control schemes under cloud computing environments [6, 7] are
proposed. Also some cryptographic techniques [ 8, 9, 10] are used in cloud storage to
implement data privacy and integrity. However, as the complexity of the user structure in
cloud storage, it is more difficult to combine encrypting data for privacy with verifying
integrity of the encrypted data to support both privacy and integrity.
Up to now, many people have proposed a number of methods for data integrity verification.
Shah et al. [11] proposed a remote storage auditing method based on pre-computed
challenge-response pairs. Ateniese et al. [12] proposed a “provable data possession” (PDP)
model for ensuring possessions of files on untrusted stores, and they first introduced
“homomorphic authenticators” for auditing outsourced data. Shacham and Waters [2]
introduced a “proof of retrievability” (PoR) model, and presented a new scheme to ensure
“possession”, “retrievability”, and “public verifiability” of remote data files. In 2009, Wang et
al. [3] introduced another construction that possesses all the features of previous schemes, as
well as provides dynamic data operations. As improvement, Wang et al. [5] presented a
privacy-preserving public auditing cryptosystem with batch-auditing, which not only achieves
privacy-preserving public auditing, but also enables TPA to perform multiple auditing tasks
simultaneously. However, all the work above does not support privacy preserving of users’
data against external auditors, which may occur serious information leakage.
According to recent research, data integrity verification protocols in cloud storage are
required to satisfy three features: data dynamics [3, 13, 14], public verifiability [ 2, 3, 5, 15],
and privacy against verifiers [5]. Hao et al. [16] proposed a protocol that supports public
verifiability without help of a third party auditor. Zhu et al. [17] considered the existence of
multiple cloud service providers to cooperatively store and maintain the clients’ data. They
presented a cooperative PDP (CPDP) scheme based on homomorphic verifiable response and
hash index hierarchy. Stefanov et al. [18] presented a practical and authenticated file system
by using a large amount of client storage, which supports workloads from large enterprises
storing data in the cloud and is resilient against potentially untrustworthy service providers.
However, this method requires a large amount of audit cost. The scheme proposed by Cash
[19] provided proofs of retrievability for dynamic storage. However, as it employs Oblivious
RAM (ORAM) as a black box, it brings increased practical overhead. Elaine et al. [20]
proposed a dynamic PoR scheme with constant client storage whose bandwidth cost is
comparable to a Merkle hash tree, which outperforms the constructions of the above schemes.
As summary of this section, how to support both public verifiability of data integrity and
privacy preserving remains a big problem in cloud storage.

3. A Secure Data Integrity Verification Model for Cloud Storage
Consider such a scenario in financial environment, a trade company uses a public cloud to
maintain its business files. Before retrieving a stored file, the company always performs data
integrity verification with the cloud. Once such verification fails, which implies the stored data
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has been tampered, the company needs some time to deal with the accident and is probably
unwilling to reveal the gloomy news. However, in the traditional data integrity verification
systems a malicious sniffer by sniffing the communication between the company and the
cloud, can simply check the integrity proof since the validation process does not rely on any
secret information regarding to the verifier.
To protect DII, it is necessary to seek a secure way to verify a data integrity proof. More
specifically, we shall let a verifier with its secret information be able to check the proof which
is generated with respect to the particular verifier. However, this again incurs another issue,
that is how to handle a dispute between the prover (cloud storage server) and the verifier (the
user). In particular, a malicious user can claim “my file has been tampered!” although he
received a true proof which implies the correctness of the data integrity; Similarly, a dishonest
cloud storage server can claim “your file has never been modified!” after he tampered the data
or the data had unexpectedly been lost, while the user examined the false proof. Consequently,
the new research problem is, how to design a secure and efficient data integrity verification
system for cloud storage with the following two requirements:
(1) It has a flexible protection mechanism towards any user’s data integrity information.
The DII should be indecipherable without the user’s private information, and only the user can
see the fact of the DII in general cases.
(2) It supports public verifiability. In some special cases, it allows a TPA, not just the user
(data owner), to challenge the cloud server for correctness of data storage. Storage server or a
malicious user that disavows the fact of the DII. The TPA may further reveal the fact of the DII
by issuing a piece of publicly verifiable information that can be checked by anyone.
In order to solve this problem, we introduce designated confirmer signatures (DCS) to
replace the original ordinary signatures in the cloud storage architecture. The concept of DCS
was initially proposed by Chaum and van Antwerpen [21]. In a DCS scheme, both the signer
and a semi-trusted third party called the designated confirmer can confirm the validity of a
signature by running some interactive protocols with a verifier. However, such a verifier
cannot further convince other parties of the signature’s validity. In addition, the confirmer can
selectively convert a designated confirmer signature into an ordinary signature so that it is
publicly verifiable. With those special properties of a DCS scheme, we present a secure data
integrity verification model which avoids the risk of DII leakage and enables public
verifiability. A similar cryptographic primitive called “designated verifier signature” (DVS)
can also protect the DII. Since the non-repudiation property is reduced in a DVS scheme where
a signer convinces the designated verifier that the message the signer signed is authentic.
However, neither the signer nor the designated verifier can convince any other party of the
authenticity of that message. Therefore, DVS schemes cannot be used as a building block as it
is incompatible with public verifiability in a cloud storage system.
3.1 High-level Description
We give an overview of our improved privacy preserving construction for data integrity
verification in cloud storage. A user with mobile devices can create a connection with the
cloud storage servers (CSS) to retrieve its stored data files. When receiving a request from the
user, a CSS will generate a proof which can only be verified by the specific user or TPA.
Whenever a dispute occurs, such a proof can again be sent to TPA, which will examine it and
generate an undeniable proof. This undeniable proof will reveal the final result and can be
checked by other users. Note such a final proof should satisfy these conditions: 1) the proof
should be publicly verifiable; 2) the proof must show that the data have not been tampered
indeed if a malicious user announces that his stored data files have been modified; 3) the proof
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must show that the data have been tampered if dishonest CSS denies occur. Fig. 1 shows the
high-level architecture of a data integrity verification system for cloud storage.

Fig. 1. an architecture of a data integrity verification system

Comparing with previous architectures [3, 5] in cloud storage, we emphasize that the TPA
in our model plays a different role, which can be regarded as a judge to mediate disputes
between CSS and a user. In fact, any other user except the data owner in the cloud, upon
receiving the proof, can verify the proof and know the DII.
3.2 Security Model
We design the security model of a data integrity verification system by extending the model
with non-trivial changes. In particular, we design two algorithms, namely“UndeniableProof”
and “TPAVerifyProof”, which are both run by TPA. The “Undeniable” algorithm aims to
resolve the dispute between the user and CSS, while the second algorithm serves as “Verify
Proof” to check the correctness of a data integrity proof except that the secret input is TPA’s
private key.
Definition 1 (Syntax). A data integrity verification system involves three roles of parties,
i.e., a user U, a third party auditor TPA, and a cloud storage server CSS consists of the
following algorithms:
KeyGen(1k )  (pk ,sk ). This probabilistic algorithm is run by either the user or TPA. It
takes the security parameter 1k as input, and outputs a public key pk and a private key sk.
SigGen(skU ,F )  (,sig(R )). This probabilistic algorithm is run by the user. It takes
the user’s private key skU , and an encoded file F which is an ordered collection of file blocks

{m i } as input, and outputs the signature set  , which is a set of signatures of challenging
blocks { i }. It also outputs a metadata signature sig(R) of the metadata R of the encoded file.
Note the semantic feature of R could be either the file size or other easy-to-store metadata held
by the user.
Gen Pr oof ( F , , chal )  P . This algorithm is run by the server. It takes the user’s
challenging message chal, an encoded file F, and the signature set  as input. It outputs a data
integrity proof P with respect to the blocks specified by chal.
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Verify Pr oof(chal,P ,skU )  {TRUE ,FALSE }. This algorithm is run by the user. It
takes the user’s private key skU , a challenging message chal, and a data integrity proof P as
input. It returns TRUE if the integrity of the file is verified to be correct, otherwise it returns
FALSE.
Undeinable Pr oof(chal,P ,skTPA )   . This algorithm is run by TPA. It takes TPA’s
private key skTPA , a challenging message chal, and a data integrity proof P as input. It returns a
non-interactive proof  which reveals the correctness of P.
TPAVerify Pr oof(chal,P ,skTPA )  {TRUE ,FALSE }. This algorithm is run by the TPA. It
takes TPA’s private key skTPA , a challenging message chal, and a data integrity proof P as
input. It returns TRUE if the integrity of the file is verified to be correct, otherwise it returns
FALSE. Note this algorithm can be viewed as a prepositive algorithm of UndeniableProof,
which is usually invoked before the latter generating a final public evidence.
(Correctness) We say a data integrity verification protocol is correct, if for all key pairs
output by KenGen, for all files F  (m 0 ,...,mi ) where m i  q* , for all challenge message
“chal” generated by the user, and for any proof P output by an honest prover via GenProof, the
verification algorithm always accepts:
(1)
Ver i f yPr oof ( chal , P, skU )  1
(Soundness) A data integrity verification protocol is sound if any cheating prover can
convince the verification algorithm that it is storing a file is actually storing that file. It means
that the cheating prover yields up the file to an extractor algorithm that interacts with it using
the data integrity verification protocol. Note the formal definition of the soundness of a
proof-of-retrievability protocol is presented in [2].

4. The Proposed Scheme
4.1 Preliminaries
We introduce two building blocks used in our construction.
Bilinear Maps a lot of research works [22, 23, 24, 25] have been put in elliptic curve
cryptography (ECC) and many cryptosystems [26, 27, 28] have been proposed. Pairings were
initially used for attacking the existing cryptosystems. In this context, pairings are
cryptanalysis tools which regarded as a function that takes two points on an elliptic curve as
input, and outputs an element of some multiplicative group.
Definition 2 (Bilinear Map). Suppose that G and Gt be two multiplicative cyclic groups
with the same prime order q, while g is a generator of G. A bilinear pairing on (G ,Gt ) is a
bilinear map e : G  G  Gt , which satisfies the following properties:
Bilinearity: For all u ,v  G , and for all a,b   p , e(u a ,v b )  e(u ,v )ab .
Non-degeneracy: e(g ,g )  1 , where 1 is the multiplicative identity of group Gt .
Computability: e can be efficiently computed.
Merkle Tree We use a Merkle Tree to maintain all the stored data file. As a well studied
authentication structure, a merkle tree intends to prove that a set of elements are undamaged
and unaltered efficiently and securely. It is constructed as a binary tree where the leaves are the
hashes of authentic data values. In this paper we further employ such a data structure to
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authenticate both the values and the positions of data blocks. We treat the leaf nodes as the
left-to-right sequence, so any leaf node can be uniquely determined by following this sequence
and the way of computing the root node in the Merkle Tree.
4.2 Intuition Behind
A common paradigm of constructing a DCS scheme is “sign-and-encrypt”[29]. For example,
to generate a proper DCS, a signer firstly computes an ordinary signature on the target
message m by using his private key, and then encrypts that signature under the confirmer’s
public key. Such a ciphertext is usually regarded as a DCS signed on m. To verify such a DCS,
the signer usually provides some proof show that “the ciphertext is an encryption of his
signature under someone’s public key”. Also the confirmer with its private key can decrypt
such a ciphertext, and verify the internal signature.
We propose a new construction based on BLS signatures [30] and ElGamal encryption
schemes [31]. In fact, a single DCS in our data integrity verification system is computed by
hiding a basic signature with ElGamal encryptions. We use the same construction as in [3] to
compute the underlying basic signatures, which are homomorphic authenticators
pre-computed by the user, and stored in CSS. To issuing a proof, CSS encrypts those BLS
signatures with TPA’s public key to generate intermediate DCSs. The responding proof
contains aggregated signatures which linearly combines those DCSs of challenging message
blocks. Such a proof can only be checked by a verifier with its private key, i.e., either the user
or the TPA.
To reduce the complexity of data management, we adopt the same techniques, i.e., a Merkle
Tree, as in [3,5] to maintain the authentication structure.
4.3 Our Construction
We assume the client encodes the raw file F into F, as in Wang et al.’s scheme [3], by using
Reed-Solomon codes, and divides F into n blocks: m 1 ,m 2 ,...,m n , where m i  q* . Let

e : G  G  Gt be a bilinear map where g is a generator of G. H : {0,1}*  G is a
full-domain hash function. The procedure of our protocol executions are illustrated as follows.
Setup: Initially, KeyGen is invoked to generate the entities’ public and private keys. By
running SigGen, the homomorphic authenticators and the metadata are pre-processed.

KeyGen(1k ) : The user U chooses a random value x U R q* and a random
element u R G , computes y U  g

xU

. The private key of U is x U , and the public key of U

is ( y U , u ) . Similarly, the third party auditor TPA sets its private/public key pair
as(xTPA,yTPA  g

xTPA

), where xTPA R q* .

SigGen(skU ,F ): On the encoded file F  (m1 ,m 2 ,...,m n ), the user U generates the
authenticators for each blocks by computing n signatures as  i  (H (mi )  u i ) U . Let
m

x

  { i },1  i  n denote the set of signatures. Then U generates a root R based on the
construction of a Merkle Tree, where the leave nodes represents an ordered set of hashes of
“file tags”, i.e. H (mi ),1  i  n . U signs the root R with its private key x U as a BLS
signature [30]:  R  H (R ) U . Eventually, U sends {F ,, R } to the storage server CSS,
and also deletes all values from its local storage.
x
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Default Integrity Verification: The user U can check the integrity of the outsourced data m
by challenging the storage server CSS. To generate the challenging message, U chooses a
random subset I  ( s1 ,..., sc ) , where si denotes the index of the message block m i , and we
assume s1  i  sc . For each si  I , U picks a random value ri  *q . Eventually, U sends
the challenging message chal  {(si , ri )}si i  sc to CSS.

Gen Pr oof(F ,,chal): To generate an integrity proof, CSS computes an aggregated
DCS for the challenging blocks. Specifically, on receiving the challenge request
i
chal  {(si , ri )} , CSS computes  i  yTPA
， i   i  g ri ，   ics1 i ，    isc s1  i ，

r

s

  is mi 。 In addition, CSS also provides the verifier (U) with a small amount of auxiliary
information fig {i }, s1  i  sc , which denotes the sibling nodes on the path from the leaves
H (mi ), si  i  sc to the root R in the Merkle Tree. Next, CSS responds U with proof P,
including the DCS( ,  ) and  , the challenged leaves {H (mi )} , and the auxiliary
information {i } . We have P  {( ,  , ),{H (mi )},{i }, R } , where s1  i  sc .
c

Verify Pr oof(chal,P ,skU ): On receiving the responses from the prover CSS, the
verifier U first generates the root R by using {H (mi )} and {i } , where s1  i  sc , and
authenticates it by checking if the equation e( R ,g )  e(H (R ),y U ) holds. If such a check
fails, U rejects the proof with an output “FALSE”. Otherwise, U checks the following Equ.2.
sc

e(,yTPA )  e( ,g )  e(  H (mi )  u  ,yTPA )xU
i s1

(2)

If so, U outputs “TRUE”; otherwise, U outputs “FALSE”.
Undeniable Integrity Verification: In case of the occurrence of a dispute occurs, that is the
cloud storage server CSS denies a false proof P after U executing
Ver i f yPr oof ( chal , P, skU ) with “FALSE” as output. The third party auditor TPA can
verify the proof P and outputs an undeniable proof to reveal the fact that data were tampered.
TPAVer i f yPr oof ( chal , P, skTPA ) .On receiving the proof information from either CSS
or the user, the TPA first generates the root R by using {H (mi )} and {i } , where s1  i  sc ,
and authenticates it by checking if the equation e( R ,g )  e(H (R ),y U )holds. If such a
check fails, U rejects the proof with an output “FALSE- 0”. Otherwise, U checks the following
Equ.3.
sc

e(,yTPA )  e( ,g )  e(  H (mi )  u  ,y u )xTPA
i s1

(3)

If Equ.3 holds, U outputs “TRUE”; otherwise, U outputs “FALSE -1”.
Undeinable Pr oof (chal,P ,skTPA ) : At the beginning, TPA invokes the algorithm
TPAVerifyProof.
Once a string “FALSE- 0” is output, TPA reveals part of the proof information, that is,
{{H (mi ),{i }, R }s1isc , so that anyone else can verify it.
Once a string “TRUE” is output, TPA can issue a non-interactive zero knowledge proof
(NIZK)  1 to show the correctness of the data storage. And such a NIZK actually proves the
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validity of the DCS( , , ) , and is publicly verifiable. Let W1  e(,yTPA ) / e( ,g ),

W2  e( isc s1 H (mi )  u , yU ) , a NIZK  1 is transformed from the zero knowledge proof of
knowledge  1' : pk  {xTPA : W1  W 2xTPA  yTPA  g xTPA } . In particular, we uses the
techniques in [32] to generate  1 from  1' .TPA picks a random value v  q* ,
computesV  g v ,W  W 2v ,c  H '(g ,W 2 ,yTPA,W1 ,V ,W )  q* , and s  v  cxTPA ,
where H ': {0,1}*  q* is a secure cryptographic hash function. TPA issues a
NIZK  1  (W1 ,W 2 ,s ,c ) . To verify such a NIZK proof, anyone with the inputs
c
,and W  W2s , W1c . Then he
 1  (W1 ,W 2 ,s ,c ) , first computes V  g s yTPA
computes c'  H ' ( g ,W2 , yTPA ,W1 ,V ,W ) . If c = c´, he accepts such a NIZK that shows the
equality of two discrete logarithms, which further implies the validity of the DCS( , ).
Once a string “FALSE- 1” is output, TPA can issue a NIZK proof  2 to show the

incorrectness of the data storage. And such a NIZK actually proves the invalidity of the
,
and
is
publicly
verifiable.
Let
DCS( ,)
s
W1  e(,yTPA ) / e( ,g ), W2  e( is H (mi )  u , yU ) , a NIZK  2 is transformed from
the zero knowledge proof of knowledge  2' : pk  {xTPA : W1  W2x  yTPA  g x } . In
c

1

TPA

TPA

particular, we use the Fiat-Shamir heuristics [33] to transform the honest verifier
zero-knowledge proof for showing the inequality of two discrete logarithms in [34], into a
non-interactive zero-knowledge proof. The detailed techniques can be found in Fig. 2.
Common Input:
prover CSS
(with private input x TPA )

W1 ,W 2 ,g ,yTPA

verifier

c2 ,d ,d ,r , , R q* ,
'
1

'
2

A'R G ,A  (W1xTPA / W 2 )r
'
1

'
2

d
d
'c
z1'  yTPA
/(W 2 A ),

d 1'

2

d 2'

z  g W2 ,

( A ,A ',z1 ,z2 ,
z1  W1 / W 2 ,z2  g  / yTPA
;
z1',z2' ,c1 ,c2 ,
' '
d
1 ,d 2 ,d 1 ,d 2 )
c1  H (A,A',z1 ,z2 ,z1 ',z2 ')  c2 mod q 

'
2

d 1    c1xTPAr mod q ,
d 2    c1r mod q

Output Accept if

c1  c2  H ( A, A' ,
z1 , z2 , z1 ' , z2 ' ) mod q,

W1d / W 2d  z1Ac
1

2

1

d
g d / yTPA
 z2
1

2

'

d1
yTPA
/ W2d2  z1 ' A'c2
'
1

'
2

g d / W1d  z 2'

Fig. 2. A NIZK proof in the algorithm UndeniableProof

Remark 1. It is noticed that our construction supports blockless verification. That is to say,
for both efficiency and security concerns, no challenged file blocks should be retrieved by the
verifier or TPA during the verification process. In addition, the user or TPA in the proposed
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scheme is fully stateless, which means that the verifier do not need to maintain the state
information between audits throughout the long term of data storage.
Remark 2. Our UndeniableProof algorithm actually relies on two NIZK protocols, which
are also a DH-tuple witness hiding (WH) protocol and a non Diffie-Hellman(DH)-tuple WH
protocol respectively. The concept of WH was introduced by Feige an3d Shamir [35].
Informally a two-party protocol between a prover and a verifier is witness hiding if at the end
of the protocol the verifier cannot compute any new witness which he did not know before the
protocol.

5. Evaluation
We give formal security analysis and performance analysis for our DCS-based data integrity
verification scheme. The results below show that our scheme is both secure and efficient. On
the other hand, our scheme achieves high flexibility for balancing the public and private
verifiability by using the means of designated confirmer signature.
5.1 Security Analysis
We analyze our construction in two dimensions, i.e., we shall guarantee that our data integrity
verification protocol is both correct and sound.
As shown in the Equ.4, we simply show the correctness of our construction by showing the
correctness of Equ.2.
sc

(,y TPA )  e(   i  g i ,y TPA )
r

i  s1
sc

sc

i  s1

i  s1

sc

sc

i  s1

i  s1

 e(   i ,y TPA )  e(  g i ,y TPA )
r

 e(   i ,y TPA )  e(  g i ,g )TPA
r

sc

 e(   i ,yTPA )  e( ,g )

(4)

i  s1

sc

 e( ,g )  e(  (H (m i )  u i ),y TPA ) U
m

x

i  s1
sc

 e( ,g )  e(  (H (mi )  u  ),yTPA ) U
x

i s1

The correctness of Equ.3 analogously derives from the above analysis by replacing

(yTPA ,x U ) with(y ,x ).
U
TPA
Soundness requires that, if any cheating prover that convinces the verification algorithm
that storing a file F is actually storing that file, which we define that it yields the file F to an
extractor algorithm that interacts with it using the data integrity verification protocol. We
prove the soundness of our protocol in three theorems, while proofs for the second theorem
and the third theorem are actually similar as the proofs in [3], and therefore we give the proof
sketch of the second and the third theorems.
Theorem 1. If the underlying basic signature scheme is existentially unforgeable and the
computational Diffie-Hellman problem is hard in bilinear groups, then in the random oracle
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model, except with negligible probability, no adversary against the soundness of our
public-verification scheme ever causes the verifier to accept in a data integrity verification
protocol instance, except by responding with correctly computed values.
Proof: Our proof consists of two steps. Firstly, we show the unforgeability of the underlying
basic signature. Consider the underlying basic signature  0  (H (m 0 )  u 0 ) U on any
m

x

encoded message m 0 . Since we use the same construction as [2], the unforgeability is
naturally satisfied due to the previous paragraph.
Secondly, we prove the theorem by using a sequence of games. The first game, Game 0, is
simply the challenge game, which is similar to the setup game between the adversary A and the
challenger (environment) C in [2] (in Section 2). Game 1 is almost the same as Game 0 with
only one difference. The challenger C keeps a list of all signed tags ever issued as part of a
store-protocol query. If A ever submits a tag either in initiating a data integrity verification
protocol or as the challenge tag, the challenger will abort if it is a valid tag that has never been
signed by the challenger. Based on the definition of Game 0 and Game 1, it is obviously that
we can use the adversary to construct a forger against the signature scheme, if there is a
difference in the adversary’s success probability between Game 0 and Game 1.
Game 2 is almost the same as Game 1, except that in Game 2 the challenger keeps a list of its
responses to queries from the adversary. Now the challenger observes each instance of the data
integrity verification protocol with the adversary. Let P  {( ,  , ),{H (mi )},{i }, R }
where s1  i  sc is the expected response that would have been obtained from an honest
prover. The correctness of H (mi ) can be verified through {H (mi ), i }s1isc and  R . The
correctness
of
the
proof
can
be
verified
based
on
the
equation
sc

e(,yTPA )  e( ,g )  e(  H (mi )  u  ,y u )xTPA . Assume the adversary’s response is P´.
i s1

Because of the authentication in Merkle Tree, the second part in P´ should be the same as
{H (mi ), i }s1isc and  R . Suppose P'  {( ' ,  ' , ' ),{H (mi )},{i }, R } where

s1  i  sc is

the

adversary’s

response.

The

verification

of ( ',', ') is

sc

sc

i  s1

i  s1

ri
. And also we
e(  ' , yTPA )  e( ' , g )  e(  H (mi )  u ' , yTPA ) xu . Obviously,  '     yTPA

have  '   , otherwise  '   , which contradicts our assumption in this game.
Define    ' . With this adversary, the simulator could break the challenge
Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) instance as follows: Given (g ,g a ,h )  G , a
CDH-adversary B is asked to output h a . Initially, by picking a random value b  q* and a
b
random element yTPA  G , B sets y U  g a , and u  gh , which implies the private key

of the user U is x U  a and is not known by B. B could answer all signature queries with the
similar method in [1], by manipulating the random oracle: H (mi )  g ri h  mi . Eventually, A
outputs

P'  {( ' ,  ' , ' ),{H (mi )},{i }, R }


e( ' /  , yTPA )  e(u , yTPA ) .
a

where

s1  i  sc

.

We

obtain
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this

equation,

we

have

e( '  1 , yTPA )  e(( ghb )  , yTPA ) a . Therefore,

1

h a  '  1v  )b . Unless evaluating the exponent b causes a divide-by-zero.
However, because b is chosen by the B and hidden from the adversary A, the probability that
b  0 mod q will be only 1 / q , which is negligible.
Game 3 is the same as Game 2, with the following difference: as before, the challenger C
observes the data integrity verification protocol instances. Suppose the file that causes the
abort is that the signatures are { i } .
Suppose (i, vi ) where s1  i  sc is the query that causes the challenger to abort, and that
A’s response to that query was P'  {( ' ,  ' , ' ),{H (mi )},{i }, R } , where s1  i  sc . Let

P  {( ,  , ),{H (mi )},{i }, R } where s1  i  sc is the expected response obtained
from an honest prover. We have proved in Game 2 that '   . It is only the values  and

 ' that can differ. Define    ' . Finally, the adversary outputs a forged
signature P'  {( ' ,  ' , ' ),{H (mi )},{i }, R } where s1  i  sc . Now we can have:
sc

e(  ' , yTPA )  e( ' , g )  e(  H (mi )  u ' , yTPA ) xU
i s1

sc

 e(  , yTPA )  e( , g )  e(  H (mi )  u , yTPA ) xU
i s1

(5)

In case of  '   , from Equ.5, we have 1  u  . In this case,   0 mod q .
Therefore, we have    ' mod q . As we analyzed above, there is only negligible
difference probability between these games. This completes the proof.
Theorem 2. Suppose a cheating prover on an n-block file F is well-behaved in the sense
above, and that it is  -admissible. Let   1 /# B  (pn )l /(n  c  1)c . Then,
provided that    is positive and non-negligible, it is possible to recover a  -fraction of
the encoded file blocks in O(n /(   )) interactions with the cheating prover and in

O(n 2  (1  n 2 )(n ) /(  )) time overall.
Proof sketch: The verification process is similar with [3]. Therefore, we omit the details of
the proof here. We can also prove that extraction always succeeds against a well-behaved
cheating prover, with the same probability analysis given in [3]. For detailed discussion, we
refer to the proof of Theorem 2 in [3] or Section 4.2 in [2].
Theorem 3. Given a fraction of the n-blocks of an encoded file F, it is possible to recover
the entire original file F with all but negligible probability.
Proof sketch: By adopting the rate-  Reed-Solomon codes, this result can be easily
achieved, since any  -fraction of encoded file blocks suffices for decoding. Again, we refer
to Section 4.3 in [2].
5.2 Performance Analysis
Recall c is the number of challenged data blocks. Let pr and ex denote the time for
computing a pairing and an exponentiation in G and Gt , respectively. We compare our
DCS-based data integrity verification scheme with three schemes. The first one is the public
verifiable version in [2] (see the section 3.3 of [2]), the second one is the proposition in [3], and
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the last scheme is the privacy-preserving public auditing scheme in [5] (see in scheme C). All
compared schemes are based on elliptic curves, and are derived from the same origin, i.e., the
framework of proofs of retrievability in [2]. We simply call these schemes, including our
scheme, as “PoR”-type schemes. Also we mainly concern about the security and time
complexity among four schemes, because our scheme adds one more layer comparing to the
other schemes while process the remaining communicated messages under the same
construction. In addition, we add two algorithms for supporting public verifiability, which
slightly increases the computational and communication costs if invoking a TPA. Table 1
gives the comparison of these schemes within several dimensions. Note that private
verifiability means only the data owner can check the proof to know the data integrity
information, while no other parties can know that fact. For the schemes in [3] and [5], we
suppose their TPAs are including the user itself because there is no key-pair for the TPA, and
we think they support private verifiability in that case. We remark that in our scheme, a TPA
is a semi-trusted party with its own key-pair, as we assume that it only runs the algorithms
TPAVerifyProof and Undeniableproof to check and further publish the integrity information if
a dispute occurs.
Table 1. A comparison between four “PoR”-type schemes
Our scheme Scheme in [2] Scheme II in [3]
Scheme C in [5]
DII protection
Public verifiability
Private verifiability
Time A
Proof generate time
(by CSS)
Time B
Proofverify time
(by U)
Time C
Proof verify time
(by TPA)
Time D
Undeniable Proof
generate time
(by TPA)
Time E
Undeniable Proof
verify time
(by others)

YES
YES
YES

NO
YES
NO

NO
YES
YES

NO
YES
YES

2 c  ex

c  ex

c  ex

(1  c)  ex

5pr+2ex

5pr+2ex
2ex or 10ex
(when data
tampered)
4ex or 10ex
(when data
tampered)

2pr+2

c  ex

N/A

N/A

N/A

4pr+ (1  c)  ex

2pr+（2  c）
 ex

4pr+ (1  c)  ex

2pr+（2  c）
 ex

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Time A= the time of proof generation by cloud storage server, or the time of the proof
verification by the prover in the scheme in [2];
Time B=the time of proof verification by the user, or the time of the proof verification by the
verifier in the scheme in [2];
Time C= the time of proof verification by the third party auditor;
Time D=the time of undeniable proof generation by TPA;
Time E=the time of undeniable proof verification by other parties. Note the time cost in each
cell is approximately evaluated by omitting minor factors such as multiplications in bilinear
groups.
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From the table, we can see that our protocols benefit from the lowest time cost in the
verification phases, i.e., Time B and Time C. Our scheme takes only constant exponentiations,
even though a bit more pairing-computation. Note our proof generation time is roughly twice
as long as the other competitors'. This is because the listed three schemes adopt a variant of
“aggregated BLS” signatures to hide the randomnesses in the challenge. However, our
scheme employs an advanced version, by adding one more layer to hide the randomnesses via
an Elgamal encryption, and thus it results in more time cost. In addition, we stress that our
scheme is the first proposition that can effectively protect the data integrity information
according to the first row.

6. Conclusion and Future Works
To ensure cloud data storage security, we propose a new architecture of data integrity
verification system which limits the public verifiability of data integrity proofs in a public
cloud. By deploying designated confirmer signatures, we construct a new practical scheme to
resist the risk of data integrity information leakage. On one hand, our scheme achieves a more
flexible verification mechanism compared with the schemes in [2]. Note that all these schemes
supporting “public verifiability” actually reveal the data integrity information for any user.
Our scheme maintains two-levels, i.e., a private verification with regard to a specific user, and
a public verification with regard to a TPA. On the other hand, our scheme still benefits from
the features of being blockless and stateless. In fact, no local copies of the challenged data
blocks in CSS will be retrieved by the verifier (or a TPA) during the verification process, and
there is no need to maintain information in a single verification process between different
audits throughout the long term of data storage.
In future work, we will improve the construction to support data dynamics. In particular, the
scheme which can support block modification, insertion, and deletion is a significant step
towards practicality. Moreover, we plan to further prove the efficiency and effectiveness of
our scheme for data integrity verification in cloud storage.
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